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Hooking Your Teenage Audience

• Observational drawing resonates with your 
students 

• Show them your skills (and hone them if 
necessary)

• Add a twist to still lives. Fruit and bottles 
are boring to many students
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Structure your Classroom
• Ideas of Harry Wong are useful
• Be prepared
• Set up a routine and practice it until they 

totally get it
• Remember that you are the adult in the 

room and they are there to learn
• The second your routine starts to break 

down, rehearse it all over again
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 Do-Nows that Sometimes Become 
Unintentional Homework
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Do Nows that Surprise
• The following examples are just a few of 

the 100+ ones that my students do

• Five of them are in your packet, ready to 
copy

• A “xeroxable” book is available—just ask 
me after the session
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Make what you are presenting worth 

• Be consistent

• Make your assignments “open-ended”

• Take a tip from Ken Vieth: Make your 
problems “elegant.”
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Recipe for an elegant problem 
à la Ken Vieth:

• Start with an idea that is stimulating to you and your 
students

• Have a set of objectives that will allow for multiple 
outcomes

• Add a technical challenge that requires and builds 
skills

• Make sure to provide an opportunity for students to 
reflect on what they have learned through this 
process
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Turn Your Class into A Warm 
and Fuzzy Unit through a Group 

Project
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“Big” Assignments
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The Assessment Piece

• Teaching from love

• Formulating individual rubrics/goals 

• Narratives (if possible)—Examples to 
follow in a bit…
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Gradations…
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…into collages
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This tip is worth the price of the 
conference!
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White Still Life Drawing

• This is a common approach to observational drawing. 
But don’t make it boring, if you do it. Use unusual 
items: Listerine bottle, coke bottle, old camera or 
phone, etc., all painted white.

• Emphasize really, really looking. Did I mention looking? 

• Have them look at what they’re drawing more than their 
work. I tell the students that they should have neck 
aches after my class. And that their eyeballs should be 
sweaty.
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Lighting is Super-important
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Contour Drawings of Real Plants
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Adding Color, if desired
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Plaster Hand
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Fabric
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Figure Drawing—Mannikins and Outside 
Saturday Classes
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The Creativity Piece

• Teaching creativity—important, yet students 
need skills, too. 

• Show examples of various artists’ work as you 
go. Not as stand-alone lessons but more like 
wallpaper—learning by osmosis. (Durer, 
Leonardo, Rembrandt, Ingres, Van Gogh, 
Seurat)

• What is an open-ended problem?
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Unusual Perspective
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Melissa: One of a Kind
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Self-Portraits
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• Use grid method to enlarge, 
pencil in lightly first, choose 
medium later

• Meaningful background added—
there is a lot of room for creativity 
here.
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       June 2010
 
        Dear BreeAnna,
 
         This was my first year meeting you and I had no idea what talent you had! Somehow I had 

missed your work at last year’s Related Arts Show. I am so glad you were in my class this year. I 
think you have grown artistically and I also feel you gained more confidence in your abilities.

         I noticed that some times you don’t think much of yourself (“I have no imagination.” Or “I never 
know what to do!”). Well, I hope you are getting over that. When you put in that wonderful (and 
CREATIVE) background on your self-portrait, I was so proud of you. So I say to you: trust yourself 
more and it will all work out. You have good instincts. Honestly!

         I have enjoyed watching your progress over the year and how you handled your materials. Your 
aloe plant was the nicest one in the class and you sense of line in it gives me the chills!

        My hope for you over the summer and in the next two years at WH, is for you to develop your 
imagination and find what is meaningful to you---in art and in life. If you become an “art major” 
and take AP your senior year, I know you will find a concentration that will blend many of the things 
you are good at in it. 

        Advice: Keep a sketchbook. Doodle. Go to museums and galleries. Look. Look some more. And 
then look some more again.

        And stay in touch, even if you don’t have classes with me. I want to see what you are working on. 
You have so much promise, you lucky thing you.

        Have a productive and fun (and authentic!) summer and I’ll see you in the Fall.
        Love,
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         June 2010
 
         Dear Daniel,
 
         Okay. So your behavior has been iffy sometimes this year. But I will say, overall you have matured a great 

deal.
         If I can give you one piece of advice for college, it is this: Do not argue with your professors or give them 

grief the way you sometimes did with me. They will not appreciate it and it could cause you major 
problems.

         I enjoyed seeing your drawing progress this year. You really did get so much better, even if you 
complained sometimes along the way! The large drawing of your hand is actually beautiful! I’m proud of 
your progress.

         And of course, some of your “Do-Nows” were so brilliant. You do have a good sense of humor.
         I know your focus is sports for the moment, but you might consider art as a minor or hobby. You have 

talent.
         Your table was a hoot: the conversation was often very interesting. You probably would have gotten more 

work done if I had separated all of you, but then you wouldn’t have had so much fun.
         I will miss your commentary and inability not to be the center of attention! Things will be so quiet without 

you around.
         Stay your fun self and live out life to the fullest. Make me proud. I will miss you.

        Love,
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         June 2010
 
         Dear Barbara,

          Okay, so I’m starting out here with an admonishment: get glasses or contacts. Pleeeeeeeze! You need them. 
They will help you with your incredible drawings. They will make your incredible drawings truly incredible-beyond-
belief-incredible.

         You, dear, are an amazing artist! I have no idea whether you can paint (and I hope you’ll study painting someday), 
but boy, can you draw! You have speed, style, focus, keenness and are just about as perfect as any high school 
artist I have ever seen—myself included….and I was very, very, very good!!!! Great, even.

          So what to do with you? Well. Keep up with your graphic novel, manga-oid stuff. That seems to give you great 
pleasure and frankly, you’re very good at it. But for every page of that that you do, draw from life. Keep your 
observational skills up. And then use those skills to depict things that might become an artistic practice for you—
meaning, subject matter that is original to you. If you do AP Art as a senior, you need a concentration and an 
observational study of a theme usually gets a high score.  Start thinking now as to what that might be. Keep a 
sketchbook. Not just your comic one. No. A real one with observational drawings in it. Draw, draw, draw. And then 
draw some more.

          Your table this year has been a lot of fun to watch. The dynamic between all of you was so wonderful. You may 
never have a better group of seat-mates ever! Stay friends with each and every one (and maybe include Collin 
and Krysta and Bree Anna, too.) You are all so fabulous.

         I know you will be pulled in many directions by other teachers and advisors, parents and such. What they tell you 
is important. But I want you to know how magnificent each and every thing you did in my class was, and how far 
off the charts you are!

         Your assignment is to stay in touch with me and check in from time to time. I hope you can keep your art up, along 
with everything else that beckons.

          You are a strong, smart, beautiful, talented young woman. So what are you going to do with all of that??? Make 
the world better and make me proud/

          I have enjoyed having you in my class.
          Have a productive and fun summer.
          Love,
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          June 2010

          Dear Axandre, Oge, Oge-ster, X-ster, etc. etc,
 
          What a joy it has been for me to get to know you. You have it all: looks, talent and a great personality. You are 

such a good friend: how many paintings did you give away this year???? It is rare to find someone your age who is 
so naturally generous.

          I have enjoyed watching your table immensely this year and you’ve been a big part of making the table so much 
fun. And having you in two classes—along with Naoms and Collin—made it even better. I like that you were 
sometimes able to work on painting in drawing class and vice versa. Forty-one minutes is a short period of time, 
and having two in a row was so nice.

          When giving out the awards, I couldn’t decide which to give you. You are a fine, fine drawer, and a fine, fine 
painter. In the end, I felt that the sheer volume of your paintings made the painting award more suitable.

          It is wonderful to see how you get ideas; to see your restlessness; to see you let a painting dry before working on 
it again and begin another one right away. You have a hunger that is beautiful to behold. It’s a hunger to make 
things. A hunger to do things. It’s a hunger to go out on a limb and try new things.

          I know you can’t commit to being an artist when you grow up. You have so many interests and talents. Just know 
that visual art is sitting there, patiently waiting for you, should you give it a chance in your realm.

          Music, theater, art—these are fabulous things to pursue. You know who else was interested in the very same 
things at your age???? Me! It’s hard to choose. Joseph Campbell tells people to “Follow their bliss.” I agree with 
that. Whatever gives you bliss, is what you should do. If time just flies by when you’re doing something, that may 
mean you are “following your bliss.” I feel that way in my studio.

          So Oge, paint, draw, sculpt, sing, act, dance, dress up in silly purple class-color robes and don’t look back. 
Savor. Experience. And know your worth, your value. (Look at Oberlin College—it may be a good choice for you 
and I think you might be able to get a huge scholarship there.)

          Stay in touch, even if you don’t have classes with me. I want to see your work and keep up on what you’re doing. 
If you will have classes with me again, I can’t wait to see where we go from here!

          Have a productive and fun summer.
          Love,
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Reflective Still Life
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Free Choice
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Other Ideas: The Drawing Game
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Upside Down Drawing
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Pictionary Personalized
• You already know how to play this. It works 

well on a whiteboard as well as on paper.

• Add the twist of making it local—draw the 
school mascot, foyer, principal, etc.

• I give prizes out consisting of the freebies I 
get at conferences like this one.
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Doodlelines
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Nouns & Adjectives Game
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“Sketchables” Contest
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Art Problems
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Other Ideas: Taxidermy
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Trophies
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True Mirror
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Stuff/Junk
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Yards Sale/Garbage Finds
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Some of the guilty parties….
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Thank you all!

Email: Juliahealy@aol.com
Blogs: http://Juliahealy.blogspot.com (Eye Sweat)
           http://Dynamicarteducation.blogspot.com 
Links to other sites on these sites
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